Course Review: Indian Creek Golf Course
We don’t quite understand why Indian Creek Golf
Course in Hood River isn’t more highly regarded in
Oregon golf circles. That’s not to say people think
poorly of it, but we found Indian Creek to be simply
spectacular during our visit.
Located in the midst of the gorgeous Hood River
Valley and surrounded by orchards and wineries,
Indian Creek opened in 1989 to justifiable rave
reviews. Before we even talk about golf, we have
to talk about the scenery. Golfers at Indian Creek
enjoy simply spectacular views of Mt. Hood to the
south and Mt. Adams to the north; views of the majestic snow-capped Cascade peaks follow players
throughout the entire course.
The golf course is as nice as the view. Indian Creek
measures just 5400 yards from the white tees; about
6200 from the blues. With par at 72, that sounds exceedingly short. It is short on paper, but the course
doesn’t play that short. Indian Creek features several dogleg holes, meaning accuracy is more important that length. In several instances you’re facing
blind second shots, and if you’re playing the course
the first time like we were, that’s an issue. Additionally, the namesake Indian Creek is just one of three
small meandering streams that pose interesting
challenges on many of the holes; 11 of the 18 holes
have water in play.
Hit the fairway and your ball will likely be sitting up
nicely. Miss the fairway and you’ll quickly see that
the lush rough at Indian Creek that looks so pretty
isn’t pretty to hit out of. Trees are in play at times

as well; bunkers are big and full of velvety white
sand. The course features many elevation changes
— that’s golf talk for “hilly” — and there are some
healthy treks from greens to next tees, so be prepared for a workout if you walk. We recommend a
cart at Indian Creek, better to sit back and just enjoy
the overall experience.
We played Indian Creek on a nice, sunny spring
day. Thankfully, there was little wind that afternoon.
However, this is the Columbia River Gorge we’re
talking about, and Hood River didn’t become a wind
surfing capital due to lack of easterly gusts. We can
only imagine what havoc that factor must frequently
play during rounds here.
The entire course is exceptionally manicured from
tee to green everywhere, and the greens themselves at Indian Creek were as nice as any we’ve
played anywhere. They roll very fast — very fast —
but include some subtle undulations that will keep
you guessing and demand your full attention. You’ll
likely over-putt some early holes until you adjust
to both the speed and the breaks. Concentrate, as
there are few 3-foot gimmes.
Indian Creek features excellent practice facilities
and a very nice, natural wood clubhouse. There’s
a full service pro shop and the aptly named Divots Restaurant and Bar. Hood River isn’t out in the
boonies, people, it’s an easy one-hour drive from
Portland. Unless it’s snowing, Indian Creek is also
an excellent winter play course; it drains well. And
keep your eyes peeled for some great online specials, both on GolfNow.com and elsewhere. This is
a great golf experience.

